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THE BLUFFER’S GUIDE TO JAZZ

If you’ve always assumed that Ruby Braff
was a female wrestler and Randy Brecker
is a kind of aphrodisiac muesli, don’t be
put off.
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ALL THAT JAZZ
Jazz is a good subject for bluffing because whoever
happens to contradict you is almost certainly bluffing as
well. This is because no one seems to know for certain
how, where or why it all began. So your theories should,
in theory, be as good as anyone else’s. You may also hold
the most outrageous critical opinions (for example,
that Bunk Johnson was a fluent and inventive trumpet
player, or that Jelly Roll Morton was a model of modesty
and self-effacement), and citizens of the jazz world, far
from regarding you as a nutter, will declare respect for
your viewpoint and earnestly discuss the basis of your
contentions.
However, there are three notes of caution. The
earnest jazz enthusiast is as earnest as anyone you are
ever likely to meet, so:
1. Never make jokes about jazz. If you do, make them
with a fairly straight face or, at most, a slightly
apologetic smile.
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THE BLUFFER’S GUIDE TO JAZZ

2. Whatever line you take, stick to it – no matter where
it might lead you.
3. Don’t agree with anyone completely. You might
generously concur now and then in moderate
mutual admiration of the art of Dink Johnson (or
whoever is in the frame), but make sure that it is for
different reasons. Total agreement will only lead to
a reputation for indifference and might even raise
suspicion.
One advantage of jazz over other kinds of music is that
you don’t have to listen to it if you don’t want to. And
plenty of people who do listen to it don’t actually listen
either, because they have their own agenda. While the
music is being played, live or on record, they are arguing,
very loudly, about how – or even if – the contents of
rare and crackling old 78s and battered LPs should be
transferred to CD. They are questioning whether this or
that presenter/editor/columnist/authority knows what
he or she is talking about.
They are pontificating on matters such as exactly
when Louis Armstrong stopped being great, why Miles
Davis was the way he was, what Anthony Braxton’s
geometric titles really mean, and why it can’t be jazz
without a banjo. They are asking whoever is sitting next
to them which two Blue Note sleeves were designed
by Andy Warhol, and whether David Stone Martin’s
sleeves were often better than the music within them.
This chatter used to die down only during a bass
solo when it was suddenly apparent that everything
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